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ABSTRACT 
A Pall partition for a quadratic space V is a collection of disjoint (except for (0)) 
maximal totally isotropic subspaces whose union contains all of the isotropic vectors 
in V. In this paper it is shown that no non-degenerate quadratic space of dimension 
4k + l,k > 1, over a finite field of odd characteristic can have a Pall partition. The 
method of proof consists of assuming such a partition exists and showing by various 
counting arguments that this leads to the existence of an impossible array of ordered . 
pairs. 
In [5], Pall introduced the concept of partitioning the isotropic vectors of 
a quadratic space into pairwise disjoint (except for 0) maximal isotropic 
subspaces. We will accept the initiative of Dillon [4] and will call this 
partitioning, when it exists, a Pall partition (henceforth denoted PP). Pall 
constructed a PP over GF( p), p an odd prime, for the quadratic space 
associated with the form xf + xl+ x3” + xi and used this to discover a new 
proof of Jacobi’s formula for the number of representations of a positive 
integer as the sum of four integral squares. Dillon [4] recently answered the 
question of when PP’s exist over finite fields of characteristic 2. L. Couvillon 
[3] showed the existence of PP’s over any field of characteristic not 2 for the 
quadratic space associated with xf + xi - xi- xi. In [2], it was demonstrated 
that no 5-dimensional quadratic space over GF (9), 9 odd, yielded a PP. In 
this paper we will generalize the latter result to m-dimensional spaces where 
m = 1 (mod4), m > 5. 
Most of the following results hold for odd-dimensional spaces, so unless 
otherwise noted, let V be a (2n + 1)-dimensional non-singular quadratic 
space over GF (9), 9 odd, n > 1. V, then, has index n (the dimension of all 
maximal isotropic subspaces) and contains 92” - 1 isotropic vectors [l]. Thus, 
a PP, if it exists, must have 9” + 1 members. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let W c V be a sum of n hyperbolic planes. Any PP for 
V contains exactly two subspaces of W. 
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Proof. Consider a PP which has I subspaces in W. If U is a member of 
the PP not in W, then U + W= V. Hence, dim( U n W) = n - 1, and each 
such U contains q n- ’ - 1 isotropic vectors of W. But W contains (q” - 1) 
(q”_i+l) t p’ iso ro ic vectors. So there must be 
(q”- l)(q”_‘+ 1) - r(qn- 1) 
=.S 
4 
n-1 -1 
members of the PP not in W. Therefore, q” + 1 = T + s. Simplifying yields 
r=2. n 
Since Vi, V, being maximal isotropic with V, n V, = { 0} imply V, @ V, is 
the sum of hyperbolic planes, it follows from the proposition that if Vi, V,, 
V, are distinct members of a PP for V, then Vi g T’s69 Vs. Moreover, then, 
dimV,n(V,G3V,)=n-1. 
If U’ is any (n - l)-dimensional isotropic subspace of V, then by Proposi- 
tion 1 [2], there are q + 1 n-dimensional isotropic U in V containing U’. If 
U’ c W (n hyperbolic planes), there are two such U in W. 
LEMMA , Let V,, V,, V, be three distinct members of a PP for V. 
Suppose U is a maximal isotropic subspace of V with (n- l)-dimensional 
subspace U’ c U satisfying U c ( V, $ V,) n ( V, G3 V,) with U’ n V, = {O}. 
Then U intersects V, in a line. Moreover, if Ui, i = 2,3 are the other (unique) 
maximal isotropic subspaces besioks U in V,@ Vi containing U’, then 
U,# u,. 
Proof, By the above remarks, V, @ V, # V, G3 V,, and so dim[( V, G3 V,) n 
(V,@V,)]=2n-1. Since U’n V,=(O), we must have (V,@V,)n(V,G3V,) 
= V,@ U’. It follows that U = (U n V,)@ U’ and U intersects V, in a line 
(v,). If Us= U,, then U,cV,@U’ and U,n V,=(v,). But then U’@ 
(v,, vs) would be isotropic of dimension n + 1, a contradiction. So U,# U,. 
Suppose a PP exists for V. Denote its members by V,,, Vi,. . . , Vg., and 
consider the set A = { V,, n (V, @ V,)}TL,. Each element in A is a hyperspace 
of V,, of which there are (q” - l)/(q - 1). Consequently, each hyperplane 
occurs on the average q - 1 times in A, and in particular there is a U’ which 
occurs at least q - 1 times. We claim that it must be exactly q - 1. For 
suppose U’C V,@ Vi, 2 < i < q+ 1. Each V,63 V, has exactly two n- 
dimensional isotropic subspaces which contain U’. These subspaces cannot 
be all different, since there are only q + 1 of them in V. So there is an 
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n-dimensional U > U’ with U c (Vi G3 Vi) n (Vi @ Vi), i # 1. U’ c V, implies 
U'n V,=(O), so by the lemma, Un Vi=(u,), o,#O. But then U= U'@ 
(0,) c V, G3 vi, 2 < i < q + 1. Again by the lemma, the other subspaces be- 
sides U in Vi@ Vi containing U’ must all be different. U plus these other q 
subspaces must then be all of the q + 1 subspaces in V containing U’. But V, 
is another one. This is a contradiction, and our claim is established. As an 
immediate consequence of the claim and its proof, we obtain the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf { Vj}41, is a PP for V and if U’ is a h yperspace of V,,, 
then U’ is a subspace of exactly q - 1 of the V,@ vi, 2 < i < q “. Moreover, 
there is a unique maximal isotropic U of V containing U’ which lies in every 
Vi@ Vi that U' does. 
The existence of U follows as above by noting that the two n-dimensional 
isotropic subspaces in each of the q - 1 Vi@ Vi containing U’ cannot all be 
different. For, if so, they and V, would give 2(q - 1) + 1 > q + 1 isotropic 
subspaces of V containing U’. Now for the uniqueness. Suppose u also 
works. In particular, ~c(V,G3~)n(V,G3~), i#i, and by the lemma, 
en V,=(5), U#O. Also Un Vl=(vJ, u,#O. So U’@(v,,iQ is isotropic. 
Hence (vi, 5) is one-dimensional, and U= U’@(v,) = U’@(U) = c. 
Suppose now that U, V,, V, are maximal isotropic subspaces of V such 
that U c VI@ V, and U n V, is a line. We want to show that U must 
intersect V, non-trivially if n is even. This will be the first time we have used 
dim V E 1 (mod4), but we will assume this for the remainder of the paper. 
Let us assume that U n V, = {O}. There exists a basis for U of the form 
{“i,“a+us,*.., u, + u,}, where vi E Vi, y E V,. Since U is isotropic, (u,, UJ 
=(ui,ui)=O, 2Gi<n, and (vj,ui)+(vi,ui)=O, 2<i#j<n, where (u,u) de- 
notes the value of the bilinear form associated with V. Furthermore, 
u2,. . . , un are linearly independent; for otherwise, there are a,, . . . ,a, not all 0 
such that 
a,(u,+u,)+**. +a,(u,+u,)=a,V,+... +a,v,EUnVl=(q). 
So for the appropriate a,, alvl + a9(v2 + u2) + * * . + a,(v, + u,) = 0. But 
01’0s + us,. . . , u,+ u,, is a basis for U. The independence of the ui and 
Un V,=(O) imply that ui,..., v, are also independent. The orthogonal 
complement of (vi) in Vi@ V, has dimension 2n - 1 and thus is Vi G3 
<u,, * * a, u,,). Choose ui such that V, = (ui, ua, . . . ,u,). Then (ui, ui) = b#O. 
Let A be the matrix associated with the form of V restricted to Vi@ V, with 
respect to the basis {vi,. . . ,u,,,u,, . . . , u,,}. Then 
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A= 
I 
b 
I . . . 
I 
0 I 
Bt ; 
b I 
I 
0 
where B = ( bii), 2 < i, j < n and b,, = (vi, y). Thus, B is skew-symmetric of odd 
order n - 1, and hence detB = 0. But detA = ( - l)“b’(det B)2#0, since 
V,@ V, is the sum of hyperbolic planes. This is a contradiction, and so we 
must have U n V, # {O}. 
Assume V has a PP { V,}pl, with n even. We will show this leads to a 
contradiction. Let U’ be a hyperspace of V, and assume V,, . . . , Vq are the 
q - 1 subspaces such that U’ c V,@ Vi. Suppose U 3 U’ is the maximal 
isotropic subspace of Proposition 2. By the lemma, U n V, is a line. So by the 
above, U intersects Vi, 2 < i < q (also in a line, since U’ c V, and Van Vi 
= (0)). Now there are q”-’ lines in U which do not lie in U’, and these lines 
are contained in q”-’ distinct members of the PP. Label these V,, . . . , V,, 
f.= q”-‘. Consider the members V,, Vi3,. . . , Vi of the PP for which U’ 
c V,@ Vi. Since U intersects V, nontrivially, fi c V,@ Vi; and, as above, 
un V$#{O}. so is )...) i,E{3 )...) r}. Similarly the subspaces associated in 
this way with U’ and Vi, 1 < i < r, all must come from { V,}:,r. Moreover, U 
is always the subspace of Proposition 2. 
Consider { V, G3 V,}y= 2 again. Let U, Vi be the two n-dimensional 
isotropic subspaces of V,@ Viwhich contain U’. By the lemma, U, U,, . . . , Uq 
are alE distinct. Suppose U, Us,. . . , uq are the analogous subspaces associated 
with U’ and V,. Then {U,, . . ., U,} and {us,.. ., gq} must be exactly the 
same sets. For if not, this would give at least q + 1 subspaces containing U’ 
with V, not included. This contradicts the fact, stated previously, that there 
are only q + 1 maximal isotropic subspaces of V containing U’. So the non-U 
subspaces containing U’ mentioned above must be the same set for every Vi, 
1 < i < T. Denote this set by U,, . . . , Uq_ r. Now we want to construct a 
(q - 1) X r array. The rows of the array will correspond to U,, . . . , Uq_ r, and 
the columns to V r,. . . , V,.. The members of the array are defined by the 
following rule: the element in the i row, i column is (k, j), where Vi c V,@ Vi. 
The array then consists of entries which are ordered pairs (k, i), where 
k,jE{l,..., r}, subject to these conditions: (1) k # j, (2) the entries in the i 
column are (k, j), where the k’s are distinct, (3) (k, j) is in the i row, i column 
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implies ( j, k) is in the i row, k column, and (4) if (i, j), (k, 1) both appear in a 
given row, then either i = 1 and I= k or { i,j} n {k, I!} =H . Condition (4) 
follows from the lemma. 
Such an array can only exist provided r is even (in fact, this turns out to 
be sufficient too), since (k, j) and ( j, k) must occur or not occur simul- 
taneously in a given row. But r = q n-1 is not even, and this is the contradic- 
tion for which we have been searching. We record this main result. 
THEOREM. Pall partitions do not exist for quadratic spaces of dimension 
4k+ 1, k > 1, over finite fields of odd characteristic. 
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